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After late struggles in Game 4, Hawks' overtime slump continues 

By Ohm Youngmisuk 

ATLANTA -- Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer wanted point guard Jeff Teague to take the last shot and 

give the Celtics no opportunity at a rebound, timeout and possible last shot of their own on Sunday 

night. 

Even if the Hawks missed the last shot, at the very least, Game 4 would go to overtime. Of course, the 

problem is the Hawks never got a shot off. And overtime lately has meant defeat for Atlanta. 

After Teague failed to get a shot off at the end of regulation, the Celtics ran away with overtime to win 

104-95. Atlanta is now 0-6 in overtime this season. And dating back to last season, the Hawks are 0-9 in 

overtime, with three of those losses coming in the postseason. 

For a team that prides itself on execution, the Hawks’ struggles in late-game situations and overtime is 

perturbing, to say the least. 

To milk the clock down too long -- Teague waited until less than three seconds remained to make a 

move after Kyle Korver came over and attempted to set a fake screen to create some confusion and 

potentially give Teague a driving lane or options -- and fail to get a shot off in the manner that they did 

at the end of regulation in Game 4 looked bad. 

Boston outscoring Atlanta 12-3 in OT was even worse. 

“We need to be better,” Budenholzer said of his team, which missed 10 of 11 shots in OT. “It starts with 

me. I can be better. Our execution needs to be better. ... We got to be better.” 

“There may have been some instances where we finished some games or won some closer games,” 

Budenholzer added. “But last night was something that we have seen in the past and we need to be 

better in those situations.” 

With the series tied 2-2, Game 5 is absolutely critical for the Hawks. While both teams have built big 

second-half leads and lost them almost in the blink of an eye at times, the Hawks and Celtics know each 

other well by now. The series will likely be decided more by finer details like late-game execution, 

extraordinary hustle at critical moments and making a game-changing type of play rather than making 

some major game plan adjustment. 

“We are at the point in the series now where ... You know each other’s tendencies and you know what 

guys are trying to do and it is not things that the other team hasn’t seen before,” Korver said. “Usually it 

comes down to 50-50 balls, it comes down to hustle plays, that one run that just really kind of separates 

you from the other team.” 

“There are not going to be any surprise punches thrown,” Korver added. 

The Hawks, though, can’t beat themselves with poor execution. They are stressing better defense, 

particularly in transition, and getting better shots late. 

Budenholzer explained his thinking on the last possession of regulation again on Monday. 



 

 

 

“Jeff ended up with the ball at the top of the key and [the idea was to] hopefully try to create a little 

confusion or a little bit of a driving lane or an opportunity for him,” Budenholzer said. “And I think he 

just mishandled a little bit, obviously didn’t get a great look or great attempt. 

“At the end of the day when you are trying to milk the clock and take it to zero, sometimes that 

compromises the quality of a shot that really any player can get. That is why everybody talks about the 

Jordans, the Bryants, the Durants, the Tim Duncans, all those guys, when you are trying to get the clock 

to zero and make the shot, two things that are not easily done.” 

Of course, the Hawks don't have any of those all-time greats Budenholzer mentioned. So they can’t 

make a difficult situation harder by allowing doubt to creep into their heads late in a tight game or in 

overtime, if it comes again. 

“It’s a concern, obviously, to go 0-9, but you don’t want it to become something in your mind, like, ‘Oh, 

we are going to overtime, we are going to lose,’” said Korver, whose Hawks haven't won in overtime 

since beating Toronto 118-113 on March 18, 2014. “You can’t let that happen ... You can’t dwell on that 

too much. 

"Obviously at end of games we got to be better. We have to be able to get a good shot off at the end 

and be able to execute and I believe we have people capable of doing it.” 

 

 

 

  


